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Objective in this master’s thesis was to form maintenance strategy and conduct testing on 

criticality assessment process for the case company. Maintenance strategy was formulated 

for Veolia Services Suomi Oy which operates Kilpilahti power plant at oil refinery site. 

Veolia will soon receive new power plant and full operative responsibility of utility 

production in Kilpilahti industrial site. Special requirement for the operating company is to 

ensure 100% availability for the power plant, which requires careful asset criticality 

assessment and maintenance priority planning.  

Literature part of the thesis focuses on explaining asset management framework and 

maintenance management principles. Asset management framework is described in essential 

factors considering maintenance management and maintenance strategy connection to asset 

management.  

Thesis work focussed on criticality assessment testing, fine tuning and defining criticality 

specific maintenance activities. Principles for asset maintenance plan creation is defined and 

maintenance plan creation process is implemented in pilot scope. 

As result of the thesis work, criticality assessment can be applied to practice and maintenance 

department has clear process how to address asset criticalities in maintenance planning and 

required maintenance activities. Maintenance strategy is also clarified, and suitable 

maintenance performance monitoring metrics are suggested to be selected into practical 

implementation.  
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1 Introduction 

Growing competition and globalization has forced companies to seek profitability through 

new solutions and services. Traditional company value chains (production – distribution – 

sales) is replaced by complex network of suppliers and service providers. Modern “solution 

providers” and “value partners” are faced with increasing requirements to ensure quality, 

reliability, safety and value creation. For maintenance sector this means forming services to 

ensure maximal asset life cycle value. Rapid development of information and computer 

systems opens new opportunities for knowledge-based decision making and analytics but 

also increases complexity (Kortelainen 2020, 67-68; Gavrikova 2021, 1.)  

Maintenance management and strategy has evolved rapidly in the recent years as more 

information is available for maintenance managers and technicians. In traditional view 

maintenance has been seen in operational organization as “necessary evil” which increases 

the cost of production. Global competition increased pressure to gain more value out of 

maintenance sector. In modern companies’ maintenance is now seen in wider perspective 

and maintenance scope has been shifted form operational activity to companywide strategy 

which ensures profitability and competitiveness (da Silva 2021, 1; Simões 2011, 1.) 

In complex and constantly evolving operational environment, strategic asset management 

has been recognized to be vital to ensure global competitiveness. (Marttonen 2013, 15). 

Asset management discipline is developed to handle massive amounts of information, cost 

allocation and balancing risks and opportunities considering all assets of company to ensure 

most optimal performance. (da Silva 2021, 1). Asset management is comprehensive 

approach, which aims to consider value of all assets of the company. Asset can be physical 

production equipment’s, intangible, financial instruments or investments. (Marttonen 2013, 

15.) 
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1.1 Background 

This thesis is done for Veolia Services Suomi Oy (VSS) in Kilpilahti oil refinery power 

plant. VSS was formed in 2016 after Neste Oyj sold the existing power plant to new formed 

joint venture company (Neste 40%, Veolia 40% and Borealis 20%) Kilpilahti Power Plant 

Oy (KPP). New power plant construction project begun same year as the existing power 

plant is at the end of its life cycle. VSS is responsible of all operation and maintenance 

activities of the power plant while KPP owns all the assets. Need for this thesis rose when 

VSS started forming new maintenance and risk management strategy before new plant is 

handed over to VSS with full operational responsibility.  

 

1.2 Research objective and questions 

Object of this thesis is to form suitable maintenance strategy and guideline for practical 

maintenance plan creation utilizing asset management framework principles. Asset 

management and risk management standards and studies are used as a theoretical 

background in the thesis, but aim is to find most useful tools for the company and implement 

model on selected system. Formed maintenance strategy should be suitable for Kilpilahti site 

special needs and suitable with corporate global asset management policy. Model testing is 

done on limited scope which enables testing of the model before expanding process to rest 

of the assets, as the systems that are under construction are gradually handed over. 

Maintenance plans should be derived from maintenance strategy and account asset 

criticalities. For maintenance plans, objective is to define maintenance activities and define 

standardized maintenance activities for the case company. 

Asset management framework provides advanced tools for comprehensive approach to 

maintenance, value creation and risk management. Due to complex and multidisciplinary 

nature of the model, it is challenging to implement to organizational practice (da Silva 2021, 

6). Frameworks, case studies and academic research papers about asset and maintenance 

management often focuses on demonstrating models on narrow spectrum rather than trying 

to find most suitable approach for organizational needs (Van Horenbeek 2010, 1.)  
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Formed research questions tries to address relationship between maintenance strategy and 

risk management in asset management context. As the result, objective is to define suitable 

maintenance strategy for the case company. Research questions in the thesis are: 

 

RQ1: How maintenance strategy and asset management framework are linked in client 

environment? 

RQ2: How asset criticalities can be addressed in the maintenance strategy and in 

maintenance plans? 

RQ3: What kind of key performance indicators are needed to ensure maintenance quality? 

 

1.3 Research scope 

Thesis focuses on the formulation of the maintenance strategy trough risk and asset 

management perspective and maintenance key performance indicator selection. Formed 

model is tested on the systems which are under construction at the time, when this thesis is 

written, so practical testing and performance monitoring is outside of the scope. Research 

questions and goal of thesis are selected to fit the company’s most urgent needs at time. 

Asset management framework is used as “best practice” guideline for maintenance strategy 

and activity definition. Asset management implementation as comprehensive discipline is 

not at the focus point in the work. Thesis and work concerning asset and risk management 

is not aiming for acquiring ISO certified asset management system, as decision to pursue 

certification is not yet decided. 

 

1.4 Thesis structure 

Literature part of the thesis focuses on explaining asset management framework and asset 

management activities in different corporate levels. Maintenance management and 

maintenance strategy is discussed in risk and asset managemental perspective. Later part of 

the thesis synthesis of the risk and asset management is performed to create maintenance 

strategy. Discussion in last part of the thesis deals with occurred problems in formed strategy 
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and focus points in the future development of the model before responsibility handover and 

during first years of operation of the plant. 
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2 Asset Management 

Asset management discipline is comprehensive approach to manage organizations assets by 

balancing costs and risks against the desired performance level at whole life cycle (Hastings 

2021, 11). Schuman (2005) defines asset management as “operating a group of assets over 

the entire technical life-cycle, guaranteeing a suitable return while ensuring defined service 

and security standards”. Asset management discipline has evolved to fill managemental 

needs of capital-intensive industry as holistic system to control organizational management 

and activities (El-Akruti & Dwight 2013, 1-2.) 

ISO 55000 (2014) standard states that the asset management benefits organization as 

improved performance in financial and sustainability decisions, risk management, long and 

short-term planning and enhanced efficiency and effectiveness of processes and procedures. 

Organization also benefits from transparent, and evidence backed decision making process 

provided by systematic management approach. 

 

2.1 Asset management context 

In organizational context asset management objectives and plans are derived from business 

objectives and stakeholders’ expectations (figure 1). Stakeholders may consist of wide range 

of different groups, like lawmakers, lobbyist, customers, workforce, communities, 

government and media with different views how value is defined and how business should 

be run. Asset managemental methods and activities increases transparency and 

accountability of business-related decision making and performance of company in long 

term (Lloyd & Corcoran 2019, 1.)  
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Figure 1. Asset management positioning in business context. (Hastings 2021, 27) 

 

Physical asset management strategy includes strategic planning, managemental approach 

considerations and operational control activities at different phases of life cycle. These 

strategical activities can be classified (figure 2) from top down to strategic, tactical and 

operational level as (El-Akruti & Dwight 2013, 403): 

1. Strategy formulation and planning 

2. Management planning and strategy realization 

3. Operational task controlling 
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Figure 2. Scope of asset management at organizational levels (Haider 2013, 18) 

 

At strategic level asset management deals with internal and external challenges considering 

market environment, expectations and requirements. Strategic planning aims to account 

stakeholder requirements in long term management planning and translate requirements into 

service goals. Time scale for strategic financial planning is typically 10 – 25 years but 

organization can also form strategic guidelines for longer periods depending on nature of the 

business. Key elements of strategic asset management plan are (Haider 2013, 18-19.): 

1. Creating vision, mission and value statements describing long term positioning and 

aim of the organization. 

2. Considerations of operating environment and all the aspects that are related to asset 

management e.g., financial, environmental, legal, regulations and communal. 

3. Evaluation and selection of strategic options to achieve strategic goals derived from 

vision and mission statements. 

4. Written and clear statement of goals and directions which asset and risk management 

aims for. 
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Tactical level asset management is refinement of strategic level goals and vision. Detailed 

processes, procedures and plans are generated at tactical level to meet required level of 

service. Maintenance management, resources and strategy are defined at this level to ensure 

long term cost efficiency. Tactical level plans and procedures consists of (Haider 2013, 19-

20.):  

1. Technical internal and external service level KPI´s and objectives to meet regulatory 

and financial requirements 

2. Processes, procedures, action and management plans of operational control 

3. Asset information management guidelines and systems  

4. Risk and criticality assessment and management 

5. Asset performance and life cycle management and decision making 

 

Implementation of the plans at practise is done at operational level asset management. 

Operational level action plans give direction for practical implementation at short term, 

usually 1- 3 years and plans are revised annually or biannually to ensure timeliness. 

Operational level translates tactical level plans and prioritize activities according to current 

working environment. Operational level plans are typically (Haider 2013, 20-21.): 

1. Operational control and delivery of asset management policy and strategy 

2. Resource allocation and specification for asset management  

3. Responsibility and structure for asset management delivery 

4. Training and competence assuring plans 

5. Internal and external documentation, communication and information control 

6. Emergency response plans 
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2.2 Asset management plan and activities 

Major part of asset management implementation is developing asset management plan. 

Senior management responsibility is to provide asset management structure which is linked 

to business plan and service level agreements. Business strategy provides guidelines for 

required asset performance level, which is then used to create asset management plan 

accounting all assets and their life cycle. Objectives set in asset management plan specify 

required service level, risk levels, investment strategy, operative timescale and asset life 

cycle strategy.  Maintenance and operative actions are then fitted according to asset 

management plan objectives (Hastings 2021, 26.) 

Physical asset management sits between technical engineering and financial fields. Decision-

makers need technical and financial skills to make knowledge-based life cycle and 

investment decisions to ensure business needs and justify asset ownership (Hastings 2015, 

7). In business-oriented perspective asset management is about getting the best asset 

performance with balanced cost to risk level. In engineering perspective focus is on life cycle 

management, optimizing operation and maintenance activities costs and risks (Lloyd & 

Corcoran 2019, 1.) 

 

 

Figure 3. Asset life cycle activities (El-Akruti & Dwight 2013, 404) 
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In engineering viewpoint physical asset ownership can be divided to four basic activities 

(figure 3) through asset life cycle (El-Akruti & Dwight 2013, 403.): 

1. Acquire – Technical and financial analysis of planning and acquisition of new assets 

2. Deployment – Installations, testing, commissioning 

3. Operation & maintenance – Availability and quality of asset at operative phase of 

asset 

4. Decommission - Disposal of asset 

 

These asset ownership phases benefit from supportability analyses (figure 4) to maintain 

asset value delivery during life cycle. Asset life cycle is determined according to these 

supportability analyses and depending on organization focus point asset may be disposed, 

replaced or modified when indicated by suitable analysis (Haider 2013, 30.)  
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Figure 4. Asset supportability analyses (Haider 2013, 31) 

 

Supportability analysis also provides guidance and aid for long term resource and cost 

considerations and life cycle planning. Supportability analyses cover entire asset life cycle 

at individual stages, life cycle resource demands (spare parts, required data resources and 

skills) and required functioning level of asset (Haider 2013, 31-32.) 
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2.3 Asset data management 

Evidence based decision making requires profound and comprehensive data about asset 

technical details, condition, risk, reliability, maintenance and operation cost. Complex 

systems and business environments generate growing amounts of information. 

Distinguishing relevant and lacking data for decision making requires adequate data 

management system and practices. In asset intensive business environment asset data quality 

and data interpretation is critical challenge for optimal value creation and risk management 

in long term (Gavrikova et. al. 2021, 1-3.) 

In maintenance perspective good asset management practice requires comprehensive asset 

details and history (figure 5). Propper data is necessary when determining asset condition, 

failure rate, spare parts or phase of life cycle. Generally agreed attributes for data quality are 

relevance, timeliness, reliability and accuracy (Hodkiewicz & Tien-Wei Ho 2016, 146-147.)  

 

 

Figure 5. Asset data requirements in different maintenance strategies (Gavrikova 2021, 3) 

 

Maintenance required data is traditionally stored in Computerized Maintenance 

Management Systems (CMMS), which is originally intended for maintenance management. 

Lately more integrated systems are developed to fulfil interdisciplinary needs of asset 
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management. Modern Enterprise Asset Management systems (EAM) or Enterprise Resource 

Planning systems (ERP) are capable to handle (Hastings 2021, 264): 

• Asset register 

• Budgets and related reports 

• Work orders and work history 

• Work planning and scheduling 

• Routine maintenance works 

• Spare part inventory 

• Supplier management & purchasing 

 

Asset register works as a basis of all asset managemental and maintenance activities and as 

a data storage of performed works. Asset register holds all essential information of 

organizations asset. Typically, data consist of asset technical details, maintenance work 

history and reports, condition, criticality, value and links to spare parts and financial systems 

(Hastings 2021, 265-266.) 

 

2.4  Risk management 

Main idea of risk management is value creation and protection. ISO 55001 (2014) and ISO 

31000 (2018) defines risk as “effect of uncertainty on objectives”, where effect means 

something unexpected. Risk management is systematic approach to handle and manage risk 

with information for organization to meet its objectives. Consequence and probability 

controlling is based on risk identification, evaluation, prioritization and treatment (IAM 

2015, 66.)  

Asset prioritization is important process to align business strategy and maintenance 

planning. By prioritization, asset criticality can be determined. Criticality can be then used 

to control maintenance activities by adjusting workload and maintenance activity according 
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to asset criticality level. In risk assessment asset risk is considered according to likelihood 

of event and consequence of the event (ISO 31000, 2018), 

 

𝑅 = 𝐶 × 𝑃 (1) 

where P is probability and C is consequence. Asset risk can be visualized in a matrix (figure 

6) (Crespo Márquez 2009, 171-172.)  

 

 

Figure 6. Asset criticality matrix (Crespo Márquez 2009,.171) 

 

Consequences are normally classified to production loss, health & safety and environmental 

hazards with same alignment of each class severity. Probability index resolution needs be 

adjusted so that it segregates assets realistically and accounts business environment needs 

and time scale (IAM 2015, 67.) 

ISO 31000 (2018) indicates that risk analysis should also consider severity and of 

consequence, time dependency of likelihood and consequences, effectiveness of mitigation 

systems and reliability and sensitivity of the analyses. 
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2.4.1 PSK 6800 criticality assessment method 

Finnish PSK standards association has introduced PSK 6800 Criticality Classification of 

Equipment in Industry standard which latest publication is from year 2008. PSK 6800 

standard method uses impacts to production, health & safety and environment to determine 

asset criticality. PSK 6800 (2008) standard describes criticality as “Criticality is 

characteristics of an item describing the magnitude of the risk associated with item” and 

“the item is critical if associated risk (injury to persons, significant material damage, 

production losses or other unacceptable consequences) cannot be considered acceptable”.  

Main advantage of the method is traceability: how and why asset criticality is determined. 

Aim is to produce risk data for maintenance planning or as a support in acquisition phase of 

project. Criticality assessment is performed at equipment level where safety, environmental, 

production and repair factors are counted with selected weighting factor and event severity 

multiplier. Result comes out as criticality index number K, which is calculated as: 

𝐾 = 𝑝 × (𝑊𝑠 × 𝑀𝑠 + 𝑊𝑒 × 𝑀𝑒 + 𝑊𝑝 × 𝑀𝑝 + 𝑊𝑞 × 𝑀𝑞 × 𝑊𝑟 + 𝑀𝑟) (2) 

Where 

p Weight factor of plant 

𝑊𝑠 Weight factor of safety risks 

𝑀𝑠 Safety risk severity multiplier 

𝑊𝑒 Weight factor of environmental risks 

𝑀𝑒 Environmental risk severity multiplier 

𝑊𝑝 Weight factor for production loss 

𝑀𝑝 Production loss severity multiplier 

𝑊𝑞 Weight factor for quality loss 

𝑀𝑞 Quality loss severity multiplier  

𝑊𝑒 Weight factor of repair cost 

𝑀𝑟 Repair severity multiplier 
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Standard criticality assessment method has emphasis on economic impacts of asset failure. 

If risk consideration focuses on safety or environmental hazards specifically, other 

assessment method must be utilized to acquire risk knowledge and required mitigation 

measures (PSK 6800 2008, 3). Weighting factors and multiplier utilized in criticality index 

calculation equation 2 are explained in table 1 with selection criteria.  

 

Table 1. Explanations for weighting factors and multipliers (PSK 6800 2008, 8) 
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Criticality evaluation process follows seven step process as (PSK 6800 2008, 3): 

1. Define scope of the evaluation 

2. Select suitable production loss weighting factor 𝑊𝑝 according to business 

environment requirements 

3. Determine and evaluate other weighting factors according to business environment 

4. List all assets included in the assessment scope to the calculation template 

5. Give assets applicable multiplier values 

6. Calculate criticality index value to assets 

7. Sort assets according to calculated index value 

 

Generic calculation template is presented below in table 2. 

 

Table 2. PSK 6800 criticality assessment template (PSK 6800 2008, appendix 1) 

 

 

Presented assessment template, where criticality components are divided into separate 

columns allows individual risk component sorting and assessment. Individual sorting 
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enables to consideration of different risk components and their magnitude. Sorting also gives 

quick overview of highest risk components of all assessed assets.  For example, production 

loss or safety hazards can be sorted and assessed individually to optimize maintenance plan 

to mitigate risks in production loss or safety perspective. 
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3 Asset Maintenance Strategy 

Asset management covers multidisciplinary roles and actions which aims for life cycle value 

delivery. Correct asset maintenance and maintenance strategy is crucial for long term value 

creation. Maintenance management aims for maximal uptime, balancing maintenance costs 

and risk for sustainable production. Optimal operational performance is achieved by 

selecting suitable maintenance strategy for the business environment. In asset management 

perspective, asset maintenance is linked with strategic level challenges opposed to traditional 

maintenance management activities which focuses on functional level performance 

(Velmurugan & Dhingra 2021, 3-4.) 

 

3.1 Maintenance tactics 

Major part of maintenance strategy is suitable maintenance tactic selection, like Total 

Productive Maintenance (TPM), or Reliability-Centred Maintenance (RCM). 

Comprehensive and optimized asset maintenance plan blends different maintenance tactics 

to account each asset specific needs considering asset role (Velmurugan & Dhingra 2021, 

6). Usually utilized maintenance tactics are illustrated in figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Maintenance tactics (Velmurugan & Dhingra 2021, 38) 

 

3.1.1 TPM 

In Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) focus is to keep production loss at minimum. 

Maintenance should aim for maximizing asset availability, with minimal downtime. 

Maintenance wise TPM actions are asset basic care, like cleanliness, routine inspections, 

lubrication and vibration inspections, observing equipment condition and equipment 

importance knowledge. TPM is not maintenance strategy itself, but more like philosophy to 

keep assets in good condition while minimizing waste and inactivity (Hastings 2021, 364; 

Díaz-Reza 2019, 5.) 

Sense of ownership is important part of TPM culture, operators should understand the state 

of equipment, their purpose, condition and life cycle to give input to maintenance 

considerations. Since plant operators are responsible of machine use at daily basis, their input 

is important to take into consideration in maintenance decision making. In TPM operators 
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are trained to take care of daily maintenance, observations and fault identification of the 

machines. Sense of ownership and machine knowledge work as early warning system to 

detect possible problems and degree of freedom allows operators to solve problems 

autonomously without waiting management instructions. Autonomously working operators 

are in the charge of machine operation and maintenance, and when required, support can be 

given in more complex cases by maintenance department. Freedom and responsibility 

require high level of training and multi-skilled teams to bring the decision-making level 

lower in organization. For maintenance management autonomous operator driven 

maintenance requires profound processes for maintenance work reporting, work 

instructions, maintenance scheduling, maintenance planning systems and training programs 

(Diaz-Reza 2019, 45-48.) 

Overall TPM can be represented as eight pillars (figure 8) which forms the main concept of 

the practice for value creation.  

 

 

Figure 8. Eight pillars of TPM (Andersson 2015, 1045) 
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Pillars of TPM are based on 5S ideology, which in short stands for building and maintaining 

clean and organized working environment. Main pillars of TPM are (Shinde, D. 2017, 452-

453.):  

1. Autonomous maintenance: Decision making and sense of ownership of assets to 

operator 

2. Focussed maintenance: Waste and loss minimization to increase OEE 

3. Planned maintenance: Preventive and predictive maintenance planning to 

minimize unplanned downtime 

4. Quality maintenance: Maintenance performance monitoring to avoid quality 

defects 

5. Education & training: Technical training to enable multiskilled autonomous 

maintenance by operating staff 

6. Health, safety and environment: Safety and environmental hazard assessment and 

risk mitigation  

7. Office TPM: Information and process management, effective support and cross 

departmental collaboration 

8. Development management: Effective procurement and commissioning of new 

equipment 

 

Overall equipment effectiveness at second pillar is the main quantifying measure of TPM. 

OEE is used to determine equipment effectiveness, efficiency and identify losses. OEE is 

calculated by three components: availability, performance and quality (Diaz-Reza 2019, 14-

15.): 

𝑂𝐸𝐸 = 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 × 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 × 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (3) 

 

Availability is defined as time equipment is capable of production compared to required 

productivity time. Availability is formulated as: 
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𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 − 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
 × 100 (4) 

 

Performance parameter focuses on the equipment production capacity. Production speed loss 

formula is following: 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 × 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
 × 100 (5) 

 

Quality factor considers acceptable output against overall produced units. Quality formula 

is following: 

𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 − 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡
(6) 

 

Key objective of total productive maintenance is to increase equipment overall effectiveness 

and thus reduce total cost of asset ownership. OEE calculation provides basic metrics to 

identify and reduce losses in manufacturing process. OEE metrics helps organization to 

monitor TPM strategy implementation and determine if maintenance resource and 

prioritization is focussed correctly (Ahuja & Khamba 2008, 722-726.)  

 

3.1.2 RCM 

Reliability-Centred Maintenance (RCM) aims to balance maintenance activities according 

to asset criticality and availability requirements. In RCM model equipment failure impacts 

and failure models are studied with in-depth analysis. Failure mode analysis aims to find all 

possible functional failures and ways to mitigate failure probability. RCM analysis needs 

expert team formed with operators, technicians, maintenance planners, supervisors and 

engineers. Systematic in-depth analysis and expert team forming makes RCM laborious to 

implement and manage in long term. Top management commitment for process is vital for 

successful implementation and despites obvious benefits of RCM several companies has 

faced setbacks and abandoned implementation process. In usual cases RCM is implemented 
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to existing plants with fixed production process and resources which makes implementation 

difficult between daily work schedules. Time and resource consumption, implementation 

scope and unclear project objectives are common causes for top management and 

organization to abandon RCM project (Hastings 2021, 466-467; Velmurugan & Dhingra 

2021, 41; Backlund & Akersten 2003, 251-252.) 

Reliability and fault analysis can be performed in many different methods (figure 9). Root 

Cause Analysis (RCA), Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Monte Carlo Simulations (MCS) and 

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) are one of many different techniques to approach 

reliability analysis. Mathematical and statistical methods require large amounts of data, 

which is in most cases inaccurate, obsolete or hard to translate into mathematical models. In 

the best cases the data is still represents the past asset behaviour and might not translate to 

future prediction. Hard data related problems can be worked around by estimates from 

knowledgeable expert team. Subjective estimates can be used to complete missing data to 

perform reliability analysis (Sharma & Sharma 2010, 65-67.) 

 

 

Figure 9. Failure analysis methods for maintenance decision making (Sharma & Sharma 2010, 66) 
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Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is systematic approach to identify and prioritize 

potential failures. In maintenance perspective FMEA is used to gather information about 

process equipment related potential failures (Figure 9). Compiled data can be then used to 

create maintenance plan to mitigate failure probabilities. Failure mode prioritization is done 

by calculating potential failure modes risk priority number (RPN) (Sharma & Sharma 2010, 

67-68.) 

FMEA analysis begins by forming a team and scope definition. Equipment is then examined 

by creating functional block diagram or process flow chart to understand system and 

equipment relationship. Equipment potential failures are then collected and recorded to 

FMEA form. Data analysis can be qualitative or quantitative depending on the equipment 

and available data. Results of the analysis are then used to determine risk priority number 

and methods for fault detection. (Stamatis 2019, 32-33.) 

RPN calculation is based on three components of occurrence (O), severity (S) and 

detectability (D) which are multiplied together. Occurrence factor implicates failure 

frequency, severity means effects of the failure and detectability is ability to detect emerging 

failure before it occurs. Parameters of O, S and D can be defined in multiple ways depending 

on selected implementation method. Usual way is to define numerical values and scale 

components for example to 1 – 5 or 1 – 10 depending on wanted accuracy (Stamatis 2003, 

28-30). Generic template for RPN calculation is presented in figure 10.  

 

 

Figure 10. Generic RPN calculation template (Stamatis 2003, 29)  
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Once RPN numbers are calculated, prevention prioritization must be determined. Threshold 

for prevention measures must be selected according to grading scale (figure 11). For 

example, RPN value less than 50 doesn’t require any action. Threshold determines point 

where pursuing failure mitigation becomes too expensive or gained benefit is too low 

compared to effort (Stamatis 2003, 30.) 

 

Figure 11. Risk mitigation priority chart (Stamatis 2019, 53) 

 

Priority of mitigation can be based solely on RPN value. To increase sensitivity priority can 

also be identified for example when severity exceeds certain value or severity, and 

occurrence value exceeds combined threshold (figure 11) (Stamatis 2019, 54.)  

Fuzzy Method (FM) can be used to transfer imperfect and subjective data into RPN value 

calculation. FM can be used to supplement imperfect or missing data when building 

mathematical or statistical failure model. In FM, expert team opinions and estimations of 

occurrence, severity and detectability are scaled in linguistic terms and then fuzzified. FM 

method flow chart is described in figure 12 (Sharma & Sharma 2010, 65-85.) 
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Figure 12. FM decision making process (Sharma & Sharma 2010, 76) 

 

Risk level and prioritization can then be made after defuzzification (figure 12). Included 

expert opinions in RPN determination with FM gives more precise risk ranking as output 

(Sharma & Sharma 2010, 84-85.)  

Other important tool for critical device maintenance planning is Root Cause Analysis (RCA). 

RCA focusses on finding causes of faults to avoid future incidents trough organized 

investigation of failure. Investigation involves personnel with competent knowledge about 

the equipment and on-site maintainers and operators of the asset. In most cases root cause 

can be found with least effort and time by using five whys technique (Hastings 2021, 456-

459.) 

 

3.1.3 Preventive maintenance 

Preventive maintenance is maintenance tactic that aims to keep equipment in healthy 

condition by scheduled maintenance plan during the equipment life cycle. Typical 

preventive maintenance works are lubrications, oil changes, inspections and calibrations. 

Maintenance works are scheduled by operating hours, calendar or by after certain number of 

start-ups or shutdowns. Traditional maintenance activities can be supplemented with 

mathematical modelling of failures to increase equipment reliability at different stages of 

life cycle. Preventive maintenance has faced critique due wasting resources on maintaining 

asset periodically and not accounting developing maintenance needs between scheduled 

maintenance times. To prevent wasting resources preventive maintenance intervals and 
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schedules needs to be reviewed in low threshold (Velmurugan & Dhingra 2021, 38-39; 

Haider 2013, 45.) 

 

3.1.4 Predictive maintenance 

Predictive maintenance relies on real-time monitoring of equipment condition to detect 

potential failures before breakdown. Predictive maintenance is also known as condition-

based maintenance. Maintenance actions are performed in pre-determined point of asset 

condition before failure. Real-time data gathering provides information for maintenance 

scheduling and suitable interval. Equipment condition is monitored with fixed or portable 

devices recording vibration, temperature, oil quality or sound. Advanced systems can utilize 

process data form multiple process parameters to detect changes in equipment condition. 

Predictive maintenance actions reduce in-service failures and unscheduled downtime. On 

the flipside optimized condition-based maintenance requires investments to condition 

monitoring equipment and careful maintenance scheduling (Velmurugan & Dhingra 2021, 

39; Hastings 2021, 462; Haider 2013, 45.) 

 

3.1.5 Corrective maintenance 

Corrective maintenance is reactive maintenance approach in which maintenance activities 

are carried based on asset condition. In low criticality assets maintenance is performed at 

malfunction, functional failure or total breakdown. During asset operation only minor 

service and maintenance activities are performed to maintain and observe asset health. 

Motivation for run to failure model is usually driven by asset maintenance cost, technical or 

resource constrains or state of asset life cycle (Haider 2013, 45.)    

Corrective maintenance works for higher criticality assets are generated from predictive and 

preventive maintenance inspections and findings. Equipment inspections and inspection 

intervals are scheduled as preventive and predictive maintenance plans and are thus 

preventive by nature. If emerging failure is noticed during inspection, maintenance work 

should be planned and scheduled to suitable operative window to minimize downtime and 

repair cost (Wireman 2005, 15.) 
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3.2 Maintenance performance indicators 

Maintenance activity and effectiveness must be evaluated to see if maintenance activities 

reach their goals. Maintenance performance measurement is used to quantify operative 

requirements in equipment availability, condition and economics within the safety standards. 

Aim of the performance measurement is to assess value creation of maintenance, revise 

maintenance resource allocation and to work as a metric in investment decisions. Most 

important factor of performance measurement is to decide what to measure, where to get the 

data and how much resources measurement requires. Maintenance performance indicators 

needs to be developed and selected to suit company specific needs (Ku & Kim 2018, 69-70). 

Performance metrics should not be utilised to highlight employee work performance laziness 

or underline corporate excellence. Rather metrics should be used to discover opportunities 

for improvement, find problems in ways of working and solutions for troubles (Kumar 2013, 

235.)  

Maintenance performance includes financial and non-financial aspects which are tied to 

corporate strategy. Because of the strategical importance the performance metrics should be 

built from top down to avoid conflicts. At corporate level indicators are utilized to long-term 

strategic business planning, like total cost to produce, personnel cost and net return of assets. 

Maintenance financial indicators are used to meet goals of strategic plan. Most important 

maintenance financial indicators are contractor cost per total maintenance cost, maintenance 

cost per production unit and maintenance cost per total production cost (Wireman 2005, 207-

210.) 

Equipment maintenance efficiency and effectiveness indicators that are related to 

maintenance work are grouped to performance, reliability and maintainability and work 

efficiency. Equipment performance can be observed with Overall Equipment Effectiveness 

(OEE), availability and efficiency. Number of failures, failure time, Mean Time Between 

Failures (MTBF) and Mean Time to Repair (MTTR) indicates equipment reliability and 

maintainability. Financial indices are cost of failure per production, failure repair cost per 

work and cost of spare parts. Indices can be also utilized to build metrics for employee 

education and training (Ku & Kim 2018, 72-73.) 
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4 Criticality Assessment and Maintenance Strategy 

This chapter focusses on explaining the operating surrounding, requirements of the 

maintenance strategy and formulation of the maintenance strategy for the case company. 

Current state of maintenance management and service level agreement are explained in 

general aspects. Formulated maintenance strategy and criticality classification process is 

piloted on the oil and gas boiler at the new power plant unit which is under construction 

phase at time this thesis was written. Pilot project aims to generate maintenance plans and 

review spare part need for plant operation within Veolia corporation asset management 

framework while addressing the operating environment characteristics. Oil refinery area sets 

requirements that generic asset maintenance and criticality classification model does not 

address sufficiently. Models introduced in research papers, books and standards are modified 

to address all the aspects in the operating environment.  

 

4.1 Kilpilahti Oil refinery power plant site overview 

Existing power plant which started operating in 70’s is reaching the end of the life cycle. 

New power plant project construction phase was started in 2016 to replace former capacity 

of two old oil and gas boilers and old gas turbine plant. After new plant commissioning phase 

steam production is mainly done with of three boiler units: circulating fluidized bed boiler 

(B6) and oil and gas boilers (B3 & B4) and gas turbine power plant 3 (KTVL3) which was 

commissioned in 90’s. Boiler 5 (B5) is located at refinery site in production line 1 which is 

regarded as Veolia asset but operated and maintained by Neste due deep integration to 

refinery process. Boiler 5 is utilized at peak demand situations and during unit shutdowns. 

Main responsibility of the power plant is to produce steam for petrochemical plant and oil 

refinery which are operating in the same industrial area. Power plant also supplies utilities 

such as instrumentation and pressurized air, demineralized feed water and electricity and 

condensate filtration. Steam is supplied with 100 bar, 16 bar and 5 bar pressure levels and 

total steam production capacity of power plant is roughly 680 MW.  
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Existing power plant unit includes process which will stay in operation after new plant 

commissioning and decommissioning of old units. Existing units that will stay in operation 

are: 

• Turbo compressors and pressurized air network assets 

• Demineralized water plant 2 

• Condensate cooling and filtering 

• Gas turbine power plant 3 and heat recovery boiler 

 

Pressurised air is produced by two turbo compressors (Cooper & Elliot) which provides 

pressurised air to refinery site common air network in conjunction with other compressors 

located at refinery and petrochemical plant. Demineralized water is provided with new 

demineralized water plant 3 (DEMI3) and former demineralized water plant 2 (DEMI2). 

DEMI2 stays in operation along with new water plant. Condensate cooling and filtration 

units that processes returning condensates from refinery and petrochemical plant are also 

excluded from decommissioning scope. Major existing asset supporting new plant is gas 

turbine power plant (KTVL3) and heat recovery boiler which is equipped with additional 

burners to increase steam generation capacity. KTVL3 provides additional steam generation 

capacity and redundancy when new boiler units undergo annual shutdown maintenance and 

in critical failure situations.  

 

4.1.1 Service level agreement 

VSS provides operation & maintenance services and carries full responsibility of operative 

and maintenance activities as their costs and risks for 20-year contract period after new plant 

handover. While VSS responsible of plant operations, KPP owns all the plant’s assets 

including designs and constructs. KPP works as business unit responsible of customer 

agreements, sales of produces utilities and procurement of fuels.  
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Figure 13. Kilpilahti power plant structure and stakeholders. 

 

Power plant ownership and stakeholder structure is clarified in figure 13. KPP handles 

customer agreements, sales and legal permits. KPP is also responsible for financing 

investment projects and planning and approving major technical modifications of the assets. 

Main responsibility businesswise for VSS is maintaining 100 % plant availability and plant 

operation optimization. Availability requirement is mostly associated to steam production 

and supply since determined pressure and supply levels are crucial for customer production 

processes. Strict availability requirement requires redundant process units and extended 

production capacity since utility consumption fluctuates heavily depending on end user 

demand. Power plant assets and production capacity is extended by design since boiler units 

requires annual maintenance and inspections. Power plant is also required supply steam 

uninterruptedly since customers production processes are always on at some degree. 

Contractual side availability is underlined with notable bonus and penalty system and in the 

ultimate case supply defects can influence energy service agreement (ESA) contract terms. 
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4.1.2 Oil and gas boilers 3 & 4 

Boilers 3 and 4 were selected to strategy and criticality classification testing pilot project as 

they have most complete equipment lists at the time. Both boilers are supplied and designed 

by Valmet Technologies Oy. Both boilers are rated roughly to 150 MW thermal power, 

producing steam at 104 bar(g) pressure level. Main difference between units is that B3 is 

equipped with baghouse filter and flue gas scrubber which allows boiler to utilize heavy fuel 

oil (HFO). Other common fuels for boilers are light fuel oil (LFO), pyrolysis oil (PFO), 

natural gas (NG) and fuel gas (FG). Used fuels are mainly side streams of surrounding 

petrochemical processes and they are not conventional commercial fuels except natural gas.  

 

 

Figure 14. Oil & gas boiler 3 illustration (Valmet Technologies) 

 

Boiler 3 accounts for 1300 assets in register. Boiler 4 scope is 410 assets so in total pilot 

project consist of roughly 1700 individual assets. Difference between boilers is caused by 

B3 flue gas cleaning equipment’s.   
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4.2 Current state of maintenance management 

At current state most of the preventive maintenance work is done in production unit 

shutdowns. In-house maintenance department is mainly focused on work planning, 

supervision, maintenance process development and reporting activity to maintenance system 

while maintenance work execution is handled by regular subcontracting companies. Formed 

plant service team is responsible for lubrications, visual inspections, vibration 

measurements, filter cleaning and other plant upkeeping activities. For the current plant, 

most of the preventive maintenance tasks and routes are Neste heritage and soon to be 

obsolete as the plant enters decommissioning phase. Most of the preventive maintenance 

tasks and routes are still missing for the new plant. Scheduled and activated maintenance 

plans are mostly related to minor electrical and HVAC systems. Maintenance work planning 

has faced multiple difficulties as the new plant EPC contractor failed to provide equipment 

information and data which are mandatory for maintenance activity planning and building 

asset register. At the time this thesis is written, new plant asset register is only built for the 

Valmet delivery scope which consists only boilers B3, B4 and B6. Asset data of EPC 

contractor delivery scope is still mainly missing, incomplete or inaccurate. EPC contractor 

delivery scope consists of fuel systems (solid, gas and liquid), steam turbine and generator, 

feed water and steam systems including piping, auxiliary and service systems, ash handling 

and electrical systems. EPC contract also included mandatory spare parts for two years of 

operation but there has been no in-house analysis of critical spare parts, required stock 

volume or part procurement plan according to asset criticalities.  

As the maintenance management there is robust strategical KPI and financial performance 

systems in place, but no technical maintenance performance metrics to guide short- and 

medium-term planning, resource allocation and activities. Maintenance department is also 

lacking clear processes and triggers for root cause analysis, failure mechanic and effect 

analysis and life-cycle cost analysis, as the work this far has been mainly focusing on 

building the criticality analysis process and managing between old plant maintenance and 

preparation work for the new plant. Equipment condition review process is suggested to be 

implemented at some point in the new plant commissioning as there are no active plans for 

the process at this stage. Critical asset condition review would be beneficial in the early 
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stages in the plan operation phase, since commissioning is delayed by multiple years and 

defective assets have already been discovered in the initial inspections. 

 

4.3 Asset criticality determination process 

Most important factors for maintenance department are to upkeep 100 % availability 

requirement and perform maintenance tasks safely, timely and within budget constraints. 

Asset criticality determination is vital part of reaching business and maintenance related 

goals. Maintenance strategy should address equipment criticality in process, environment, 

health and budget related risks. Equipment criticality determination process should be 

transparent, traceable and robust to address all of the assets in different production processes. 

Criticality classification system should also address plant and business specific 

requirements. PSK 6800 standard criticality classification method was selected as risk 

identification method. VSS has also experimented (Partanen 2019) more linear approach 

introduced by Crespo Márquez which is briefly described in chapter 2.3. Problem of the 

Márquez risk assessment method is that it doesn’t provide enough transparency why certain 

risk value is achieved. Frequency/consequence matrix gives too much weigh to frequency 

factor, which is difficult to estimate when implementing to plant which is still in 

commissioning phase and without historical records. Other problem was encountered when 

criticalities were translated into maintenance plans and spare part allocation as the process 

resolution was inefficient.   

Asset criticality assessment process which was utilized in the classification and in this thesis 

is illustrated in figure 15 bellow. 
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Figure 15. Asset criticality assessment process. 

 

Criticality analysis was conducted by first exporting equipment list from asset register to 

Excel risk analysis template (table 3). Template allows to give numerical values to different 

risk related components and calculation of risk index and class. 

 

Table 3. Criticality assessment template. 

 

 

Failure Density
Fault Related 

Health Risks

Fault Related 

Environmental 

Risks

Device type Position Name
Time Between 

Failures [p]

Production 

[Mp]

Asset 

Redundancy 

[R]

Safety [Ms]
Environment 

[Me]

Mean Repair 

Time [Md]

Spare Part 

Delivery Time

Repair Cost 

[Mc]

Criticality 

Index
Criticality Class

40LBA10AA091 Main steam valve 4 4 1 4 0 3 3 3 1680 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

40LBH20AA091 Start-up steam valve 4 4 1 4 0 3 3 3 1680 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

40LBH20AA092 Start-up steam valve 4 4 1 4 0 3 3 3 1680 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

ESMB-112-7-LG000D-1870-A-1-YO-MP40HLB31AN001 Burner air fan 1 6 3 0.5 0 4 3 2 2 1590 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

ESMB-112-7-LG000D-1870-A-1-YO-MP40HLB32AN001 Burner air fan 2 6 3 0.5 0 4 3 2 2 1590 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

40HLB31AN001-M01 Poltinilmapuhallin 1 moottori 6 3 0.5 0 4 3 2 2 1590 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

40HLB32AN001-M01 Poltinilmapuhallin 2 moottori 6 3 0.5 0 4 3 2 2 1590 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

40LAC11AP001 BOILER #B4 FEEDWATER PUMP#1 6 4 0.5 0 0 3 3 3 1440 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

40LAC12AP001 BOILER #B4 FEEDWATER PUMP#2 6 4 0.5 0 0 3 3 3 1440 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

40LBA10AA191 By-pass to main steam valve 4 1 1 4 0 3 2 2 1160 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

40EGD10AC001 PFO ELECTRICAL HEATER #2 4 3 1 0 2 3 2 2 1080 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

40EGD10AA501 Pyroesilämmitin 4 3 1 0 2 3 2 2 1080 4 - Hyvin Kriittinen

CXTM-2000kg-HOL 24m40SMA20AE001 B4 kattila katalyyttinostin 4 1 1 4 0 1 1 1 840 3 - Kriittinen

40LAE99AA091 Nori-320 ZXSV DN25 GLOBE VALVE 4 2 0.5 0 0 3 3 2 760 3 - Kriittinen

40LAE80AA091 Spray water valve to attemperators 4 2 0.5 0 0 3 3 2 760 3 - Kriittinen

Device Information Production Impacts Criticality Increasing Factors Total Criticality
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Template layout is built around PSK 6800 standard equipment risk classification calculation 

form. Since redundancy is important factor in fulfilling plant availability requirement, PSK 

standard calculation equation was modified to address redundancy in equipment criticality. 

Redundancy is accounted as value on range 0-1 depending how many redundant assets are 

in the process. For example, B4 has two 100% rated burner air fans, so one fan is on standby 

mode while other fan produces required air flow, the redundancy is set to 0.5. With 

redundancy correction criticality index calculation equation is following: 

 

𝐾 = 𝑝 × (𝑊𝑝 × 𝑅 × 𝑀𝑝 + 𝑊𝑠 × 𝑀𝑠 + 𝑊𝑒 × 𝑀𝑒 + 𝑊𝑑 × 𝑀𝑑 + 𝑊𝑟 × 𝑀𝑟 × 𝑊𝑐 + 𝑀𝑐) (7) 

 

Redundant equipment increases overall system fault tolerance and thus system availability. 

Redundancy factor is accounted in production component in calculation of total criticality: 

 

𝐾 = 𝑝 × (𝑊𝑝 × 𝑹 × 𝑀𝑝) (8) 

 

Initial weighting factors and multipliers were selected according to PSK standard 

recommendations. Since effect to production weighting factor was given in standard as range 

of 0-100, factor was initially selected to value of 30. Risk calculation weighting factors and 

multipliers at beginning of rating were following: 

 

Mean Time Between 

Failures 

[p] 
 

 
1 >30 Years 

2 15 - 30 Years 

4 5 - 15 Years 

6 1 - 5 Years 

8 0 - 1 Years 
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Production 

Weighting factor [Wp] 

30 

[Mp]  
0 No effect to production 

1 Possible delayed effect to production 

2 

Minor effect to production (Tolerated 

range) 

3 

Major effect to production (Contractual 

deviation - i.e., pressure or 

temperature) 

4 Production stoppage 

 

Safety 

Weighting factor [Ws] 

30 

[Ms]  
0 No safety risk 

2 Minor safety risk (No absence) 

4 

Moderate safety risk (No permanent 

injuries) 

8 Major safety risk (Significant medical aid) 

16 

Serious safety risk (Loss of life, long 

absence) 

 

Environment 

Weighting factor [We] 

20 

[Me]  
0 No environmental risks 

2 

Small hazardous leak in confined space 

(<100 kg) 

4 

Hazardous leak at site, effects outside 

operating area 

8 Permit violation, effects to environment 

16 

Multiple permit violations, major effect 

outside operative site  
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Mean Repair Time (Total Recovery 

Time)  

Weighting factor [Wr] 

20 

[Mr]  
0 0-8h or no effect to production 

1 8-24h 

2 1-3 days 

3 3-14 days 

4 >14 days 

 

Spare part delivery time 

Weighting factor [Wd] 

20 

[Md]  

0 

<1 day or no effect to 

production 

1 1-7 days 

2 1 week - 1 month 

3 

1-6 month / product support 

expiring 

4 

 >6 months / No available 

spare parts 

 

Repair cost 

Weighting factor [Wc] 

20 

[Mc]  
1 0 - 1000€ 

2 1000€ - 10000€ 

3 10000€ - 50000€ 

4 >50000€ 

 

Risk component values were determined with expert team consisting of operators, 

technicians and engineers. Since the plant is still in construction phase, values were 

determined according to gained knowledge of old plant operation. Environmental and safety 

risk multiplier increases more aggressively to account risk harm severity potential. Also 

mean repair time scale was selected to represent contractual timeframe of 20 years. 

Once criticality index was calculated criticality class could be determined. Criticality index 

values were fitted to four step scale: 1 – noncritical, 2 – normal, 3 – critical, 4 – highly 
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critical. Index values needed to be translated to easier understandable scale for maintenance 

strategy formation and maintenance activity prioritization.  

Criticality index values were classified with following grading scale: 

 

Class Criticality Index 

1 - Noncritical <200 

2 - Normal >200 - <450 

3 - Critical >450 - <1000 

4 - Very critical >1000 

 

4.3.1 Criticality index sensitivity analysis 

Criticality index calculation process should generate realistic criticality values for all assets 

at different processes in the site. Calculation multipliers and weighting factors should be set 

according to production environment characteristics. Sensitivity analysis was needed to test 

criticality index value formation in different cases to find correct weighting factors. 

Sensitivity analysis was conducted on empty calculation template to compare different 

scenarios and their criticality index value formation. Main concern was to find out how 

production critical assets index values compares to assets with high safety, environment or 

repair specific ratings. In the sensitivity analysis time between failures was set to constant 

value of 4 to test different cases in equal environment.   

First test was on redundancy factor and mean repair time: 

 
Production 

[Mp] 

Asset 

Redundancy 
[R] 

Safety 
[Ms] 

Environment 
[Me] 

Mean 

Repair 
Time [Mr] 

Spare Part 

Delivery Time 
[Md] 

Repair 

Cost 
[Mc] 

Criticality 
Index 

Asset 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 480 

Asset 2 4 0.5 0 0 0 4 0 560 

 

Both assets in this case cause production interruption, but asset 2 has redundant equipment. 

Asset 2 also has spare part delivery time factor of 4. In this case redundant asset has criticality 

index of 560 and asset that causes instant production interruption has value of 480. Obtained 

values indicates that spare part delivery time weighting factor needs to be decreased and 

production weighting factor must be increased. Mean repair time, repair cost and spare part 
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delivery time all have same weighting factor of 20. Repair work execution time and repair 

cost are both unavoidable effects of unexpected breakdown, but spare part delivery time can 

be compensated with proper spare part and supplier management.  

Safety aspect against production losses was tested with safety risk value of 8 which indicates 

injury without permanent damages, against production stoppage: 

 
Production 

[Mp] 

Asset 
Redundancy 

[R] 

Safety 

[Ms] 

Environmen

t [Me] 

Mean 
Repair 

Time [Mr] 

Spare Part 
Delivery Time 

[Md] 

Repair 
Cost 

[Mc] 

Criticality 

Index 

Asset 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 480 

Asset 2 1 1 8 0 0 0 0 1080 

 

Safety critical equipment gains much higher index than production critical equipment. 

Weighting factor for safety seems reasonable.  

Environmental factor has same multiplier values as safety risks. Environmental hazard value 

8 against production stoppage also produces reasonable results: 

 

 
Production 

[Mp] 

Asset 

Redundancy 
[R] 

Safety 
[Ms] 

Environment 
[Me] 

Mean 

Repair 
Time [Mr] 

Spare Part 

Delivery Time 
[Md] 

Repair 

Cost 
[Mc] 

Criticality 
Index 

Asset 1 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 480 

Asset 2 1 1 0 8 0 0 0 760 

 

Sensitivity analysis indicates that spare part delivery time weighting factor should be 

decreased from 20 to 10 and production impact weighting factor should be increased from 

30 to 50. These changes should represent asset criticality more realistically. Final criticality 

analysis and asset classification was conducted according to these sensitivity analysis 

findings. 

 

4.3.2 Asset criticality distribution 

Since criticality classification helps with work prioritization and resource allocation, 

distribution of assets in different classes needs to be checked. Criticality distribution also 

provides information about how well risk assessment process and grading produces usable 
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information. For example, if total amount of very critical assets is very high or non-existing 

there is possible problems in grading or index calculation process.  

For boiler 4 asset criticality index number scale was in 50 – 1880 range with 32 unique 

critical values. When criticality index numbers were fitted to grading scale distribution in 

criticality classes were following: 

 

 Criticality index No. of Assets % 

1 - Noncritical <200 291 71% 

2 - Normal >200 - <450 50 12% 

3 - Critical >450 - <1000 54 13% 

4 - Very critical >1000 12 3% 

Total  407 100% 

 

For boiler 3 distribution is following: 

 Criticality index No. of Assets % 

1 - Noncritical <200 1000 77% 

2 - Normal >200 - <450 171 13% 

3 - Critical >450 - <1000 109 8% 

4 - Very critical >1000 17 1% 

Total  1297 100% 

 

With this scaling asset criticality class distribution for pilot scope is following: 
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Figure 16. Boiler 3 & 4 asset criticality distribution. 

 

PSK 6800 standard risk assessment has been conducted to various industrial processes and 

companies in varying scales. Similar assessment has been conducted by Suutama (2015) and 

Kanninen (2013) in pulp production, Heino (2015) to chemical industry, Räisänen (2014) 

studied assessment method in food industry, Myrttinen (2016) conducted research to mining 

industry in spare part perspective, Rinkinen (2016) also studied spare parts of fluidized bed 

boiler and Kero (2016) studied criticalities in paper machines. Consensus gathered from 

these studies shows that the asset criticality distribution and index scaling is in the same 

scope with previously conducted studies. Although processes were different and study scope 

and gradings were varying in each unique case. According to these studies it can be 

concluded that now formulated and sensitivity examined criticality scaling produces correct 

values for asset assessment as the very critical device fraction is reasonable low and 

noncritical devices covers large portion of all assets. Final verification and grading and risk 

assessment process is gained after new plant enters production phase and more experience 

and knowledge is gathered.  

 

76%

13%

9%
2%

B3 & B4 ASSET CRITICALITY 

DISTRIBUTION

1 - Noncritical 2 - Normal 3 - Critical 4 - Very critical
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4.5 Maintenance strategy overview 

Asset management principles and practise works as framework for maintenance 

management. Maintenance department and activity is seen as value adding, core strategy of 

business value creation in both short and long term. Asset managemental tools and best 

practices are fitted according to specific business environment and system is internally 

audited periodically to ensure progress and right direction in development. 

Asset management, maintenance management, total productive maintenance, reliability 

centred maintenance and criticality assessment relationship is clarified in figure 17 as in 

maintenance managemental perspective. 

 

 

Figure 17. Maintenance and managemental frameworks in maintenance strategy. 

 

Basic upkeeping and maintenance tasks are performed by plant service group. Aim is to 

utilize TPM principles of asset ownership and lower maintenance task execution decision 

making to operator level. Maintenance department responsibility is to work as expert 

engineering team to troubleshoot breakdowns and plan for repairs, organize and schedule 

observation, inspection, oil change and vibration routes and prepare plans for shutdown 

maintenance.  
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Equipment maintenance activity and prioritization is conducted by RCM principles, which 

aims to upkeep 100% availability and other defined business KPI metrics. Reliability 

requirement is pursued by criticality classification method introduced in PSK 6800 standard, 

which is modified to account site specific needs. Criticality classification works as a 

backbone for maintenance activities, planning, spare part management and work 

prioritization and shutdown maintenance planning.   

 

 

Figure 18. Maintenance plan formulation process. 

 

Maintenance plans are formulated according to OEM operation and maintenance manuals 

and EPC contractor maintenance plan (figure 18). OEM manuals usually describes generic 

use and upkeeping of the equipment, and they don’t account operating models and 
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environment of the installed assets. Maintenance managemental wise OEM manuals must 

be reviewed carefully because described maintenance activities might be overly careful to 

ensure equipment health and to avoid insurance claims. This overly careful approach 

increases maintenance costs to asset owner.  

EPC contractor maintenance plan accounts equipment environment, intended operating 

models and commissioning phase in the maintenance activity schedule. For VSS, contractor 

maintenance plans work as supporting documentation in maintenance planning. Contractor 

documentation was deemed incomplete, inaccurate or missing in some cases which produces 

problems in maintenance planning and scheduling.  

In the first phase of maintenance planning and scheduling, activities are synthetised from 

OEM and contractor plans and expert team previous experience of former plant operation. 

Later in the commissioning phase FMEA process is implemented and used to evaluate 

critical asset failure mechanics and required maintenance activities. After commissioning 

phase and first year shutdown maintenance inspections maintenance plans and schedules can 

be revised according to shutdown inspection findings. 

Important factor of the criticality assessment is to find out critical assets but equally 

important is to find out assets that can be operated as run to failure model. Since total asset 

count in the site is exceptionally high for conventional power plant, run to fail assets and 

their identification aids in maintenance prioritization and planning of more critical assets and 

their spare part allocation.  

 

4.5.1 Criticality class specific descriptions and activities 

Category 4 assets are most critical, and they require in depth analysis of failure mechanism 

to ensure highest availability. FMEA process should be conducted to evaluate different 

failure modes and preventive and predictive maintenance plans should be constructed 

according to FMEA findings to mitigate failure probability. Rotating assets in category 4, 

like feedwater pumps and burner air fans should be equipped with online vibration 

monitoring probes and continuous monitoring of the vibration levels. Non-rotating assets 

like valves and heat exchangers should have inspection plans and high priority in shutdown 

maintenance schedule. Assets could also be monitored in SCADA system with machine 
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learning algorithm to follow optimal process parameters to indicate for emerging failure. 

Spare parts for assets in this category should be readily available at site warehouse or at 

supplier with short delivery time. Spare parts should also be allocated in advance early 

enough for shutdown maintenance especially for those parts with long delivery time, like 

gas turbine spare parts. Summary of very critical asset related maintenance activities is 

concluded in figure 19. 

 

 

Figure 19. Very critical asset maintenance activities. 

 

Category 3 assets are considered as critical, and they require preventive and predictive 

maintenance planning. While category 4 rotating assets are equipped with fixed vibration 

monitoring system, category 3 assets can be monitored with portable vibration measurement 

device. Assets in this category must be included in inspection, vibration and lubrication 

routes and plans. Route interval must be reviewed according to machine condition with low 

threshold. Assets in this category must have priority in shutdown maintenance planning and 

condition of the assets must be inspected periodically. Asset spare parts must be reviewed 
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and must be at site or at least procurement plan must be at place. Spare parts for shutdown 

maintenance and inspection must be allocated before maintenance execution to avoid 

unplanned downtime.  

 

 

Figure 20. Critical asset maintenance activities. 

 

At category 2 assets have criticality classification as normal, and they possess only minor 

risks to production or safety. These assets are still necessary for production process, so they 

must be included in daily visual observation routes. Lubrication and vibration routes can be 

conducted with extended periods either with calendar or operating hour schedule. These 

assets are under preventive and corrective maintenance plans and most maintenance 

activities for fixed assets are condition based. Spare parts are mostly common, easily 

available from supplier, but state of availability must be observed later in asset life cycle. 
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Figure 21. Normal criticality asset maintenance activities. 

 

Category 1 assets are noncritical, and their maintenance focuses on corrective maintenance 

and minor upkeeping actions are performed mostly by operating staff. Most assets in this 

category are operated until failure or maintained when performance worse than required. 

Asset condition is assessed by visual observations at operator routes. Assets can be repaired 

or replaced by new equipment depending on spare part availability and cost assessment.  
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Figure 22. Noncritical asset maintenance activities. 

 

These standardized maintenance plan creation principles will help maintenance department 

create criticality sensitive maintenance plans for all assets in the plant. For practical 

implementation assets and their criticality classes are divided into separate internal Excel 

sheet according to asset type, like rotating, mechanical, instrumentation and electrical. 

Specific asset types are then handed over to responsible area expert with standardized guide 

for maintenance plan creation work. Internal Excel sheet will act as personal progress guide 

where maintenance engineer can observe total work progress and can prioritize most critical 

assets. 
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4.6 Asset maintenance plan and schedule implementation 

Asset maintenance plans can be determined and scheduled once asset criticalities are 

assessed. Maintenance plans should address asset criticalities and criticality assessment 

should work as basis for maintenance activity prioritization. Prioritizing maintenance 

planning to most critical assets at first phase is crucial for workload optimization and 

fulfilling availability requirement at and after commissioning phase.  

As general guideline, maintenance works should be scheduled and planned before work 

execution. Work schedule and maintenance work manuals are stored in maintenance system. 

Maintenance routes and scheduled tasks should be built in same hierarchical order by plant 

service group, electrical, instrumentation and automation and mechanical departments to 

ensure system consistency. Maintenance plans consists of following maintenance tasks and 

routes which are scheduled in maintenance and resource planning system: 

 

• Operator route inspection 

• Visual inspection (requires asset release to maintenance department) 

• Oil exchange route 

• Calendar scheduled maintenance 

• Operating time scheduled maintenance 

• Calibration route 

• Lubrication route 

• Vibration monitoring route 

 

Scheduled maintenance works can be addressed to responsible group, which can be internal 

personnel or subcontracting company. Different maintenance responsible groups can view 

their own scheduled works autonomously and can plan and suggest work execution to 

maintenance and production departments.  
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At first stage maintenance plans are formed as synthesis of OEM and EPC contractor 

manuals as presented in figure 18 with emphasis on category 4 and 3 assets. Maintenance 

schedules and maintenance tasks can be finetuned when operative knowledge is gained after 

plant commissioning. 

Projected asset count for the new plant is roughly 25 000 and total of 35 000 assets when 

existing assets that remain in operation are counted. It is important to identify noncritical 

assets that can be operated as run-to-fail and critical assets that require more advanced 

condition monitoring systems that may require investments and more comprehensive 

maintenance planning, which can be performed later in plant operative phase.  

 

4.7 Maintenance performance indicator selection 

Main concern in MPI selection for case company is to decide what to measure and where to 

get data for measurement. Since VSS is still young company and supporting processes has 

not reached full maturity, it is difficult to determine source for MPI data and how and where 

measurements will be made available. Maintenance system works as basis of cost allocation, 

maintenance work planning and work reporting and could be utilized as data source. VSS 

has also started to utilize PowerBI based system for data aggregation and visualisation. Data 

linkage between maintenance system and PowerBI has already established and used for 

tracking business related KPI’s and maintenance cost distribution at production process 

system level, contractor and shutdown maintenance cost. DCS and maintenance system 

linkage is under consideration and feasibility study. Linking DCS and maintenance system 

would enable operating hour scheduled maintenance workorder generation and machine 

specific performance metering, for example OEE calculation.  

MPI selection should measure value creation by maintenance and provide information for 

resource allocation. Value creation can be specified as lowered equipment downtime, 

maintenance cost and reduction of waste and enhanced productivity. Maintenance and 

technical performance indicators can be categorised to equipment performance, equipment 

reliability, maintenance work performance and maintenance cost. 
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Equipment performance metrics could be built for most critical asset in category 4. 

Possible and applicable metrics are OEE, asset specific availability level and asset 

efficiency. For VSS asset availability is most important metric for critical assets. 

Most important maintenance work performance indicators for VSS are preventive and 

predictive maintenance work coverage per all performed maintenance tasks, critical 

equipment maintenance plan coverage, breakdown maintenance percentage, maintenance 

work backlog and contractor maintenance quality. Work performance and 

preventive/predictive work coverage related metrics are probably most simple to implement 

to practice since required data is readily available from maintenance system. Contractor 

performed maintenance performance tracking would also be beneficial for contracting 

companies themselves as client feedback would put pressure for quality and safety 

development.  

Maintenance cost and cost allocation is already tracked and work to improve cost 

registering is ongoing project in VSS. Maintenance wise it would be beneficial to follow 

cost per breakdown maintenance specially in critical assets. Critical asset breakdown cost 

tracking would give valuable information for maintenance plan optimization and work 

allocation. Spare part warehouse value is already implemented and tracked, but final spare 

part volume and cost is still unknown at current phase of project. Once maintenance plans 

are created and operative knowledge of plant is gained, spare part warehouse cost tracking 

should be implemented with stock rotation, volume and depreciation tracking. 

Maintenance work performance metrics should be implemented before new plant 

maintenance responsibility is fully transferred. Metrics should be implemented one at time 

to evaluate usefulness and value gained by the tracker. Also, visualisation of the metrics 

should be made available and to daily use in maintenance department to strengthen 

independent work planning and effectiveness tracking.  
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5 Conclusions 

This chapter focuses on concluding earlier discussed topics, problems encountered during 

maintenance strategy building and future development tasks and ideas.   

Most important goal of this thesis was to define and clarify maintenance strategy in Kilpilahti 

power plant. Despites obvious importance of maintenance to production cost and 

sustainability, survey shows that written-down maintenance strategy only exists in 48% of 

companies and 28% has no defined maintenance strategy at all (Velmuguran & Dhingra 

2021, 5). In this thesis maintenance strategy and maintenance management must be fitted 

inside Veolia corporation asset management framework and thus be corporate strategy and 

policy compliant. Veolia asset management is corporate global strategic framework which 

is implemented in corporate operated and owned production facilities. Asset management 

model and internal auditing format development is concentrated in corporate business 

support units and coordinated in corporate centre of excellence. Despite the corporate 

governance, individual sites are left with degree of freedom to implement asset management 

model as local management sees most suited in operating environment. Work in this thesis 

focussed on implementing risk assessment process to maintenance strategy while accounting 

corporate asset management requirements. Important aspect of this thesis was to conduct 

testing to criticality assessment method and create standardized maintenance tasks to each 

criticality class. Total asset count in VSS operated power plant significantly high for 

conventional fossil fuel power plant due complexity in the refinery area and required plant 

availability. Simple and standardized criticality assessment process and standardized 

maintenance tasks aid handling huge amount of assets in complex refinery environment. 

EPC contractor problems in equipment installations and difficulties in providing equipment 

data increased project complexity and difficulty to address all assets at their required 

criticality level.  
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5.1 Conclusions to research questions 

Thesis first research question, “How maintenance strategy and asset management 

framework are linked in client environment?”, considers relationship of asset management 

and maintenance strategy. Aim was to clarify asset management and maintenance 

framework connections which is important for internal and external stakeholders to gain 

understanding about plant management guidelines. Maintenance strategy formulation was 

conducted by first examining current state of the maintenance strategy, common 

maintenance tasks and task responsibilities. Strategy formulation was based on the 

maintenance management vision and goals which maintenance department reaches for. 

Since maintenance department organization and work culture has already been established 

work done in the thesis focussed on describing how frameworks relationships are in 

conjunction with each other. Client environment was challenging since operative focus point 

was in transformation phase where existing power plant was still in operation and new power 

plant responsibilities were already partially transferred to the client. Managing between daily 

maintenance tasks of existing power plant and forming maintenance plans for new plant put 

significant pressure to personnel and resources, mainly for time allocation.  

Second research question, “How asset criticalities can be addressed in the maintenance 

strategy and in maintenance plans?”, was derived from maintenance strategy vision. 

Objective was to address asset criticalities in the maintenance plans withing previously 

formulated maintenance strategy guideline. Asset criticality assessment process is key 

element in maintenance planning. Criticality determination process creation and testing was 

most labours task in the thesis work since assessment process has to be robust and valid to 

be implemented in practical use in maintenance planning. After first formulation of 

assessment process and asset risk scoring, sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate 

criticality validity in different generic scoring cases. Criticality validity was researched using 

previous studies where PSK 6800 assessment method was implemented in process industry 

cases. Gathered consensus of internal discussion with case company experts and previous 

studies conducted on the topic implicated that formulated assessment process was accurate 

and robust enough to implement into maintenance planning. Once asset criticality process 

was accepted, maintenance planning procedures for each criticality class were standardized. 

Standardization process aimed for identifying relevant maintenance tasks and technical 
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solutions for each criticality class to mitigate risk induced hazards. Standardization of the 

maintenance activities help maintenance engineers in maintenance planning and scheduling 

so that asset criticality is considered in the initial phase of maintenance planning.  

Third research question, “What kind of key performance indicators are needed to ensure 

maintenance quality?”, is linked to the first research questions maintenance strategy 

formulation. Maintenance performance indicators are important part of maintenance strategy 

and maintenance performance monitoring. Maintenance performance indicators were 

studied from literature and most useful metrics were selected to be suggested to the case 

company. Veolia is still in fast development phase in Kilpilahti, and multiple different 

development processes are carried in different departments during this thesis work. Some of 

the suggested performance metrics are already implemented at some degree and process for 

data gathering and aggregation is currently under development. Most important step at time 

of writing this thesis is publishing PowerBI system and cost visualization to maintenance 

and production departments. After PowerBI finalization other technical metrics can be built 

and applied to daily practice.  

 

5.2 Future development in maintenance department 

Main concern for maintenance department at time of writing this thesis is to ensure safe and 

reliable operation of existing power plant and preparing processes, contracts, spare parts and 

maintenance plans for the new plant before full responsibilities are transferred. After old 

plant decommissioning lots of resources are available to be transferred to new plant 

commissioning. Criticality classification process has been locked and approved to be utilized 

in practice during and according to this thesis and the focus point shifts to preparing and 

scheduling maintenance plans, starting from most critical assets. In future most critical step 

is to acquire EPC contractor scope asset data and transferring data to complete asset register. 

Complete asset register in maintenance system is the backbone of the maintenance 

department daily work as costs, workorders, fault notifications and asset technical data is 

stored there for daily use. Listed assets in the register also enables to perform criticality 

assessment and maintenance planning according to criticality assessment findings.  
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Other important step in near future is to define failure mechanic and effect analysis process. 

FMEA process is critical for accurate and cost optimized maintenance plan creation for 

critical assets. FMEA process will be even more important in future, after rest of assets in 

EPC contractor scope are released to VSS operative responsibility, since the EPC contractor 

scope is much more varied and complex than boilers in this pilot work. 
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